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The 86 Fix
The concluding installment of the acclaimed time-travel novel. To read the first installment, search for 'The '86 Fix' on Amazon.
After his miraculous weekend in 1986, Craig Pelling returned to a future he could never have envisaged. Even by his own hapless
standards, his plans have spectacularly backfired. Everything he tried to fix is now broken, and a bleak, lonely existence is all
Craig has to look forward to. Does he face that future, or does he try to seek answers? Either way, an emotional rollercoaster ride
beckons. Can Craig can find closure before it ends? Or does fate have a few more twists in store for him, beyond Broadhall?
The tranquility of Mars is disrupted by humans who want to conquer space, colonize the planet, and escape a doomed Earth.
From New York Times bestselling author Eleanor Henderson comes a turbulent love story meets harrowing medical mystery: the
true story of the author’s twenty-year marriage defined by her husband’s chronic illness—and a testament to the endurance of love
Eleanor met Aaron when she was just a teenager and he was working at a local record stored—older, experienced, and irresistibly
charming. Escaping the clichés of fleeting young love, their summer romance bloomed into a relationship that survived college and
culminated in a marriage and two children. From the outside looking in, their life had all the trappings of what most would consider
a success story. But, as in any marriage, things weren’t always as they seemed. On top of the typical stresses of parenting,
money, and work, there were the untended wounds of depression, addiction, and childhood trauma. And then one day, out of
nowhere: a rash appeared on Aaron’s arms. Soon, it had morphed into painful lesions covering his body. Eleanor was as baffled
as the doctors. There was no obvious diagnosis, let alone a cure. And as years passed and the lesions gave way to Aaron’s
increasingly disturbed concerns about the source of his sickness, the husband she loved seemed to unravel before her eyes. A
new fissure ruptured in their marriage, and new questions piled onto old ones: Where does physical illness end and mental illness
begin? Where does one person end and another begin? And how do we exist alongside someone else’s suffering? Emotional,
intimate, and at times agonizing, Everything I Have Is Yours tells the story of a marriage tested by powerful forces outside both
partners’ control. It’s not only a memoir of a wife’s tireless quest to heal her husband, but also one that asks just what it means
to accept someone as they are.
Don't buy another overpriced cream.Hold off on that invasive procedure.Stop avoiding the reflection in the mirror.Get your Age Fix.
Here's what the experts know but aren't telling you-until now:- The drugstore brand can be just as effective-or better-than the
expensive cream at your dermatologist's office- Surgery usually isn't the best solution- Natural, DIY creams can actually get
results, using ingredients that cost pennies - Diet can be your best defense against redness, acne, fine lines, and wrinkles. Dr.
Anthony Youn is the rare plastic surgeon who does everything he can to keep his patients out of the operating room. He's spent
the past sixteen years researching the secrets of plastic surgeons, dermatologists, makeup artists, and dietitians, and he knows
what works, what doesn't, and what's overpriced. Now he's compiled solutions to every cosmetic aging problem in this definitive
anti-aging bible. Whether you want to stay as natural as possible or you're interested to know which creams and medical
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procedures actually work (and are worth the price tag), THE AGE FIX has your fix to look younger and more radiant. Dr. Youn's
customizable Age Fix routine will help you improve skin health, whatever your age or concerns, and his diet-based Age Fix
prescription will rejuvenate your skin and overall health from the inside out. Did you know that the foods you choose every day can
contribute to fine lines and wrinkles and the likelihood of your getting a sunburn? Dr. Youn explains why you should shun soda but
reach for that glass of red wine. You'll also discover which fruit can help you look younger and prevent sun damage and which
supplements are proven to reduce fine lines. From your face, to your neck, your hands, your eyes, and your body, THE AGE FIX
has you covered with an abundance of actionable takeaways and insider advice to help you reclaim your youthful glow-without
spending a fortune or going under the knife!
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF TIME’S TEN BEST
NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST • NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by
Toni Morrison as “required reading,” a bold and personal literary exploration of America’s racial history by “the most important
essayist in a generation and a writer who changed the national political conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED ONE OF
THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE
DECADE • NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O: The Oprah
Magazine • The Washington Post • People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work that pivots from the biggest
questions about American history and ideals to the most intimate concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi Coates offers a
powerful new framework for understanding our nation’s history and current crisis. Americans have built an empire on the idea of
“race,” a falsehood that damages us all but falls most heavily on the bodies of black women and men—bodies exploited through
slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened, locked up, and murdered out of all proportion. What is it like to inhabit a black
body and find a way to live within it? And how can we all honestly reckon with this fraught history and free ourselves from its
burden? Between the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to answer these questions in a letter to his adolescent son.
Coates shares with his son—and readers—the story of his awakening to the truth about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of Chicago to Paris, from his
childhood home to the living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives were taken as American plunder. Beautifully woven from
personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage, Between the World and Me clearly illuminates
the past, bracingly confronts our present, and offers a transcendent vision for a way forward.
An engrossing memoir-meets-investigative report that takes a fresh, frank look at how we treat depression Depression is a havocwreaking illness that masquerades as personal failing and hijacks your life. After a major suicide attempt in her early twenties,
Anna Mehler Paperny resolved to put her reporter’s skills to use to get to know her enemy, setting off on a journey to understand
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her condition, the dizzying array of medical treatments on offer, and a medical profession in search of answers. Charting the way
depression wrecks so many lives, she maps competing schools of therapy, pharmacology, cutting-edge medicine, the pill-popping
pitfalls of long-term treatment, the glaring unknowns and the institutional shortcomings that both patients and practitioners are up
against. She interviews leading medical experts across the US and Canada, from psychiatrists to neurologists, brain-mapping
pioneers to family practitioners, and others dabbling in strange hypotheses—and shares compassionate conversations with fellow
sufferers. Hello I Want to Die Please Fix Me tracks Anna’s quest for knowledge and her desire to get well. Impeccably reported, it
is a profoundly compelling story about the human spirit and the myriad ways we treat (and fail to treat) the disease that accounts
for more years swallowed up by disability than any other in the world.
When journalist Josh Levs was denied fair parental leave by his employer after his child was born, he fought back—and won. Since
then, he’s become an advocate for modern families and working fathers. In All In, he explores the changing face of fatherhood
and what it means for our individual lives, families, workplaces, and society. Fatherhood today is far different from previous
generations. Stay-at-home dads are increasingly common, and growing numbers of men are working part-time or flextime
schedules to spend more time with their children. Even the traditional breadwinner-dad is being transformed. Dads today are more
emotionally and physically involved on the home front. They are “all in” and—like mothers—they are struggling with work-life
balance and doing it all. Journalist and “dad columnist” Josh Levs explains that despite these unprecedented changes, our laws,
corporate policies, and gender-based expectations in the workplace remain rigid. They are preventing both women and men from
living out the equality we believe in—and hurting businesses in the process. Women have done a great job of speaking out about
this, Levs—whose fight for parental leave made front page news across the country—argues. It’s now time for men to join in.
Combining Levs’ personal experiences with investigative reporting and frank conversations with fathers about everything from
work life to money to sex, All In busts popular myths, lays out facts, uncovers the forces holding all of us back, and shows how we
can all join together to change them.
In her first novel since The Quick and the Dead (a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize), the legendary writer takes us into an uncertain
landscape after an environmental apocalypse, a world in which only the man-made has value, but some still wish to salvage the
authentic. "She practices ... camouflage, except that instead of adapting to its environment, Williams’s imagination, by remaining
true to itself, reveals new colorations in the ecology around her.” —A.O. Scott, The New York Times Book Review Khristen is a
teenager who, her mother believes, was marked by greatness as a baby when she died for a moment and then came back to life.
After Khristen’s failing boarding school for gifted teens closes its doors, and she finds that her mother has disappeared, she
ranges across the dead landscape and washes up at a “resort” on the shores of a mysterious, putrid lake the elderly residents
there call “Big Girl.” In a rotting honeycomb of rooms, these old ones plot actions to punish corporations and people they consider
culpable in the destruction of the final scraps of nature’s beauty. What will Khristen and Jeffrey, the precocious ten-year-old boy
she meets there, learn from this “gabby seditious lot, in the worst of health but with kamikaze hearts, an army of the aged and ill,
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determined to refresh, through crackpot violence, a plundered earth”? Rivetingly strange and beautiful, and delivered with
Williams’s searing, deadpan wit, Harrow is their intertwined tale of paradise lost and of their reasons—against all
reasonableness—to try and recover something of it.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors showing what life is like on
the spectrum. It's also my love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world where all the road
signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia shows what it's like to be
autistic across America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the media's coverage of it; the myths
that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the narrow portrayals of autistic people as white men working in Silicon Valley. His own
life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a
journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia realized he needed to put into writing what so many autistic people have
been saying for years; autism is a part of their identity, they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life
as a springboard to discuss the social and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the spectrum. From education to
healthcare, he explores how autistic people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he
shares the experiences of all types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in
the LGBTQ community. In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others
speak for them, which has been the standard for far too long.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER? Never throw out your leftovers again with these delicious and healthy meals designed to
transform into an entirely different dish the next night from best-selling author Cassy Joy Garcia. As a busy mom of two, Cassy Joy
Garcia, the best-selling author of Cook Once, Eat All Week, has limited time to get food on the table. With this book, she shares a
fresh approach to preparing dinner in a hurry. These 120 easy, delicious recipes are designed to use the leftovers from one recipe
to quickly cook a completely different meal the next day. While most meal-prep cookbooks require you to plan your entire week
ahead of time and spend hours in the kitchen (and a small fortune on groceries), Cook Once Dinner Fix shows you how to utilize
the leftovers from one meal to create an entirely new creation for the next. The leftover Roasted Garlic Turkey Breast transforms
into Spiced Turkey Potato Soup, and Dry-Rubbed Barbecue Brisket becomes crowd-pleasing Cheesesteak-Stuffed Peppers. No
matter your favorite flavor profile or dietary restrictions, this book is packed with recipes the whole family will enjoy. The Cook
Once Dinner Fix solves the “what’s for dinner” question without requiring enormous amounts of time, energy, skill, or money.
Now dinnertime can be fun, fast, affordable, and sustainable.
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with shocking similarities to her own. Coraline has moved
to a new house with her parents and she is fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a house! Divided into flats
years before, there is a brick wall behind a door where once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor again and the intrepid
Coraline wanders down it. And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into the arms of counterfeit parents and a life
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that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever be the same again?
An investigative journalist exposes the many holes in today’s bestselling behavioral science, and argues that the trendy, TED-Talkfriendly psychological interventions that are so in vogue at the moment will never be enough to truly address social injustice and
inequality. With their viral TED talks, bestselling books, and counter-intuitive remedies for complicated problems, psychologists
and other social scientists have become the reigning thinkers of our time. Grit and “power posing” promised to help overcome
entrenched inequalities in schools and the workplace; the Army spent hundreds of millions of dollars on a positive psychology
intervention geared at preventing PTSD in its combat soldiers; and the implicit association test swept the nation on the strength of
the claim that it can reveal unconscious biases and reduce racism in police departments and human resources departments. But
what if much of the science underlying these blockbuster ideas is dubious or fallacious? What if Americans’ longstanding
preference for simplistic self-help platitudes is exerting a pernicious influence on the way behavioral science is communicated and
even funded, leading respected academics and the media astray? In The Quick Fix, Jesse Singal examines the most influential
ideas of recent decades and the shaky science that supports them. He begins with the California legislator who introduced selfesteem into classrooms around the country in the 1980s and the Princeton political scientist who warned of an epidemic of
youthful “superpredators” in the 1990s. In both cases, a much-touted idea had little basis in reality, but had a massive impact.
Turning toward the explosive popularity of 21st-century social psychology, Singal examines the misleading appeal of entertaining
lab results and critiques the idea that subtle unconscious cues shape our behavior. As he shows, today’s popular behavioral
science emphasizes repairing, improving, and optimizing individuals rather than truly understanding and confronting the larger
structural forces that drive social ills. Like Anand Giridharadas’s Winners Take All, The Quick Fix is a fresh and powerful
indictment of the thought leaders and influencers who cut corners as they sell the public half-baked solutions to problems that
deserve more serious treatment.
This Elsevier title is a Pageburst product which provides you with the printed volume PLUS an e-book. Pageburst (formerly Evolve
eBooks) allows you to quickly search the entire book, make notes, add highlights, and study more efficiently. Buying other
Pageburst titles makes your learning experience even better: all of the eBooks will work together on your electronic 'bookshelf' so
that you can search across your entire electronic library. Advanced Operative Dentistry: A Practical Approach is a brand new
volume that addresses the use of fixed prosthodontics in a single handy reference source. Prepared by editors and contributors of
international renown, this volume places unique emphasis on the biological basis of effective treatment planning by describing the
diagnosis, aetiology, risk assessment and preventive management of diseases and disorders and how these factors are integral to
predictable long-term patient outcomes. Advanced Operative Dentistry: A Practical Approach also gives clear advice on the
selection and use of modern dental materials and describes how teeth are prepared – and to what extent – for indirect restorations
such as crowns, bridges, veneers, inlays and onlays. The book also explores the use of complex indirect fixed prosthodontics
which brings with it specific issues of restoration design, retention and occlusal management. Recognising that great deal of
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emphasis is placed on aesthetic dentistry by patient and dentist alike, this text also discusses factors which can impact upon
aesthetics and how the aesthetic demands of patients can be met in a realistic and ethical manner. Clearly written and fully
illustrated throughout, this practical step-by-step guide will be ideal for undergraduate dental students, vocational trainees and
practitioners undertaking post-graduate exams. Prepared by editors and contributors of international renown Contains an
abundance of full colour, clinical illustrations to show the results that can be achieved in real life Describes how to achieve the best
appearance in order to meet increasing patient expectations Discusses the use of fixed prosthodontics in one volume and how
fixed and removable prosthodontics can be integrated Gives unique emphasis on the preventative, biological approach to the use
of fixed prosthodontics in order to ensure positive long-term treatment outcomes Clearly illustrates why aspects of tooth
preparation are necessary and how the construction of restorations influences their fit Provides an integrated, multidisciplinary stepby-step guide to the provision of indirect fixed restorations Provides guidance on effective communication with laboratory staff to
ensure high-quality tooth preparation Describes the correct handling of materials and restorations when being fitted Presents the
latest findings regarding the use of contemporary materials and techniques – such as the use of Expasyl, Protemp temporary
crowns, CAD and CAM crowns Comprehensive coverage of the subject area makes cross-referencing to other books unnecessary
In her most ambitious novel to date, New York Times bestselling author Joyce Maynard returns to the themes that are the
hallmarks of her most acclaimed work in a mesmerizing story of a family—from the hopeful early days of young marriage to
parenthood, divorce, and the costly aftermath that ripples through all their lives Eleanor and Cam meet at a crafts fair in Vermont in
the early 1970s. She’s an artist and writer, he makes wooden bowls. Within four years they are parents to three children, two
daughters and a red-headed son who fills his pockets with rocks, plays the violin and talks to God. To Eleanor, their New
Hampshire farm provides everything she always wanted—summer nights watching Cam’s softball games, snow days by the fire
and the annual tradition of making paper boats and cork people to launch in the brook every spring. If Eleanor and Cam don’t
make love as often as they used to, they have something that matters more. Their family. Then comes a terrible accident, caused
by Cam’s negligence. Unable to forgive him, Eleanor is consumed by bitterness, losing herself in her life as a mother, while Cam
finds solace with a new young partner. Over the decades that follow, the five members of this fractured family make surprising
discoveries and decisions that occasionally bring them together, and often tear them apart. Tracing the course of their
lives—through the gender transition of one child and another’s choice to completely break with her mother—Joyce Maynard
captures a family forced to confront essential, painful truths of its past, and find redemption in its darkest hours. A story of holding
on and learning to let go, Count the Ways is an achingly beautiful, poignant, and deeply compassionate novel of home,
parenthood, love, and forgiveness.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning rampage,
before she fully understands the importance her family attributes to having land of their own.
Lois Lowry once again creates a mysterious but plausible future world. It is a society ruled by savagery and deceit that shuns and
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discards the weak. Left orphaned and physically flawed, young Kira faces a frightening, uncertain future. Blessed with an almost
magical talent that keeps her alive, she struggles with ever broadening responsibilities in her quest for truth, discovering things that
will change her life forever. As she did in THE GIVER, Lowry challenges readers to imagine what our world could become, how
people could evolve, and what could be considered valuable. Every reader will be taken by Kira’s plight and will long ponder her
haunting world and the hope for the future.

From the acclaimed Booker Prize-winning author comes a dazzling novel of family, love and love's disappointments
Anna's aged mother is dying. Condemned by her children's pity to living, subjected to increasingly desperate medical
interventions, she turns her focus to her hospital window, through which she escapes into visions of horror and delight.
When Anna's finger vanishes and a few months later her knee disappears, Anna too feels the pull of the window. She
begins to see that all around her, others are similarly vanishing, yet no one else notices. All Anna can do is keep her
mother alive. But the window keeps opening wider, taking Anna and the reader ever deeper into an eerily beautiful story
of grief and possibility, of loss and love and orange-bellied parrots. Hailed on publication in Australia as Richard
Flanagan's greatest novel yet, The Living Sea of Waking Dreams is a rising ember storm illuminating what remains when
the inferno beckons: one part elegy, one part dream, one part hope.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #ReadWithJenna BOOK CLUB PICK! An achingly beautiful work
of historical fiction that moves between Germany on the eve of World War II and present-day Wisconsin, unspooling a
thread of love, longing, and the powerful bonds of family. Annelise is a dreamer: imagining her future while working at her
parents' popular bakery in Feldenheim, Germany, anticipating all the delicious possibilities yet to come. There are rumors
that anti-Jewish sentiment is on the rise, but Annelise and her parents can't quite believe that it will affect them; they're
hardly religious at all. But as Annelise falls in love, marries, and gives birth to her daughter, the dangers grow closer: a
brick thrown through her window; a childhood friend who cuts ties with her; customers refusing to patronize the bakery.
Luckily Annelise and her husband are given the chance to leave for America, but they must go without her parents,
whose future and safety are uncertain. Two generations later, in a small Midwestern city, Annelise's granddaughter,
Clare, is a young woman newly in love. But when she stumbles upon a trove of her grandmother's letters from Germany,
she sees the history of her family's sacrifices in a new light, and suddenly she's faced with an impossible choice: the
past, or her future. A novel of dazzling emotional richness that is based on letters from Lauren Fox's own family, Send for
Me is a major departure for this acclaimed author, an epic and intimate exploration of mothers and daughters, duty and
obligation, hope and forgiveness.
Do-it-yourself killer fixes small-town thug . . . For ex-Wall Streeter Jacobia Tiptree and her teenaged son, Sam,
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September promises tranquil days winter-proofing their rambling handyman's special of a home in Eastport, Maine. But
there's nothing idyllic about this Down East autumn. For starters, the return of truly vicious native son Reuben Tate stirs
up the town. And when somebody slits Reuben's throat and hangs his corpse on the cemetery gate, the police trace a
bloodied scalpel to surgeon Victor Tiptree—Jacobia's former husband. Yet Jake knows her troublesome, trouble-prone ex
is capable of just about anything except murder. Proving that, though, is another matter. Eastport is packed with tourists
and former residents for the annual Salmon Festival—and Jake soon realizes any Eastporter, past or present, has motive
for Tate's murder. To nail the real killer, Jake and her best friend, Ellie White, must probe a past as rotten as crumbling
clapboard, while a secret hatred builds toward a series of murders even more brutal than Reuben Tate himself. . . .
The hauntingly prophetic classic novel set in a not-too-distant future where books are burned by a special task force of
firemen. 'Another indispensable classic' The Times ''Ray Bradbury's gift for storytelling reshaped our culture and
expanded our world' Barack Obama Guy Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn books, which are forbidden, being the
source of all discord and unhappiness. Even so, Montag is unhappy; there is discord in his marriage. Are books hidden in
his house? The Mechanical Hound of the Fire Department, armed with a lethal hypodermic, escorted by helicopters, is
ready to track down those dissidents who defy society to preserve and read books. The classic dystopian novel of a postliterate future, Fahrenheit 451 stands alongside Orwell's 1984 and Huxley's Brave New World as a prophetic account of
Western civilization's enslavement by the media, drugs and conformity. Bradbury's powerful and poetic prose combines
with uncanny insight into the potential of technology to create a novel which, decades on from first publication, still has
the power to dazzle and shock.
New York Times bestseller Business Book of the Year--Association of Business Journalists From the New York Times
bestselling author comes an eye-opening, urgent look at America's broken health care system--and the people who are
saving it--now with a new Afterword by the author. "A must-read for every American." --Steve Forbes, editor-in-chief,
FORBES One in five Americans now has medical debt in collections and rising health care costs today threaten every
small business in America. Dr. Makary, one of the nation's leading health care experts, travels across America and
details why health care has become a bubble. Drawing from on-the-ground stories, his research, and his own experience,
The Price We Pay paints a vivid picture of the business of medicine and its elusive money games in need of a serious
shake-up. Dr. Makary shows how so much of health care spending goes to things that have nothing to do with health and
what you can do about it. Dr. Makary challenges the medical establishment to remember medicine's noble heritage of
caring for people when they are vulnerable. The Price We Pay offers a road map for everyday Americans and business
leaders to get a better deal on their health care, and profiles the disruptors who are innovating medical care. The
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movement to restore medicine to its mission, Makary argues, is alive and well--a mission that can rebuild the public trust
and save our country from the crushing cost of health care.
This book provides a clear and thorough introduction to meta-analysis, the process of synthesizing data from a series of
separate studies. Meta-analysis has become a critically important tool in fields as diverse as medicine, pharmacology,
epidemiology, education, psychology, business, and ecology. Introduction to Meta-Analysis: Outlines the role of metaanalysis in the research process Shows how to compute effects sizes and treatment effects Explains the fixed-effect and
random-effects models for synthesizing data Demonstrates how to assess and interpret variation in effect size across
studies Clarifies concepts using text and figures, followed by formulas and examples Explains how to avoid common
mistakes in meta-analysis Discusses controversies in meta-analysis Features a web site with additional material and
exercises A superb combination of lucid prose and informative graphics, written by four of the world’s leading experts on
all aspects of meta-analysis. Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, and Rothstein provide a refreshing departure from cookbook
approaches with their clear explanations of the what and why of meta-analysis. The book is ideal as a course textbook or
for self-study. My students, who used pre-publication versions of some of the chapters, raved about the clarity of the
explanations and examples. David Rindskopf, Distinguished Professor of Educational Psychology, City University of New
York, Graduate School and University Center, & Editor of the Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics. The
approach taken by Introduction to Meta-analysis is intended to be primarily conceptual, and it is amazingly successful at
achieving that goal. The reader can comfortably skip the formulas and still understand their application and underlying
motivation. For the more statistically sophisticated reader, the relevant formulas and worked examples provide a superb
practical guide to performing a meta-analysis. The book provides an eclectic mix of examples from education, social
science, biomedical studies, and even ecology. For anyone considering leading a course in meta-analysis, or pursuing
self-directed study, Introduction to Meta-analysis would be a clear first choice. Jesse A. Berlin, ScD Introduction to MetaAnalysis is an excellent resource for novices and experts alike. The book provides a clear and comprehensive
presentation of all basic and most advanced approaches to meta-analysis. This book will be referenced for decades.
Michael A. McDaniel, Professor of Human Resources and Organizational Behavior, Virginia Commonwealth University
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Over two million copies sold! “Packed with incredible insight about what it
means to be a woman today.”—Reese Witherspoon (Reese’s Book Club Pick) In her most revealing and powerful
memoir yet, the activist, speaker, bestselling author, and “patron saint of female empowerment” (People) explores the
joy and peace we discover when we stop striving to meet others’ expectations and start trusting the voice deep within us.
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY O: The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post •
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Cosmopolitan • Marie Claire • Bloomberg • Parade • “Untamed will liberate women—emotionally, spiritually, and
physically. It is phenomenal.”—Elizabeth Gilbert, author of City of Girls and Eat Pray Love This is how you find yourself.
There is a voice of longing inside each woman. We strive so mightily to be good: good partners, daughters, mothers,
employees, and friends. We hope all this striving will make us feel alive. Instead, it leaves us feeling weary, stuck,
overwhelmed, and underwhelmed. We look at our lives and wonder: Wasn’t it all supposed to be more beautiful than
this? We quickly silence that question, telling ourselves to be grateful, hiding our discontent—even from ourselves. For
many years, Glennon Doyle denied her own discontent. Then, while speaking at a conference, she looked at a woman
across the room and fell instantly in love. Three words flooded her mind: There She Is. At first, Glennon assumed these
words came to her from on high. But she soon realized they had come to her from within. This was her own voice—the
one she had buried beneath decades of numbing addictions, cultural conditioning, and institutional allegiances. This was
the voice of the girl she had been before the world told her who to be. Glennon decided to quit abandoning herself and to
instead abandon the world’s expectations of her. She quit being good so she could be free. She quit pleasing and
started living. Soulful and uproarious, forceful and tender, Untamed is both an intimate memoir and a galvanizing wakeup call. It is the story of how one woman learned that a responsible mother is not one who slowly dies for her children,
but one who shows them how to fully live. It is the story of navigating divorce, forming a new blended family, and
discovering that the brokenness or wholeness of a family depends not on its structure but on each member’s ability to
bring her full self to the table. And it is the story of how each of us can begin to trust ourselves enough to set boundaries,
make peace with our bodies, honor our anger and heartbreak, and unleash our truest, wildest instincts so that we
become women who can finally look at ourselves and say: There She Is. Untamed shows us how to be brave. As
Glennon insists: The braver we are, the luckier we get.
How does Britain get its food? Why is our current system at breaking point? How can we fix it before it is too late? British
food has changed remarkably in the last half century. As we have become wealthier and more discerning, our food has
Europeanized (pizza is children's favourite food) and internationalized (we eat the world's cuisines), yet our food culture
remains fragmented, a mix of mass 'ultra-processed' substances alongside food as varied and good as anywhere else on
the planet. This book takes stock of the UK food system: where it comes from, what we eat, its impact, fragilities and
strengths. It is a book on the politics of food. It argues that the Brexit vote will force us to review our food system. Such
an opportunity is sorely needed. After a brief frenzy of concern following the financial shock of 2008, the UK government
has slumped once more into a vague hope that the food system will keep going on as before. Food, they said, just
required a burst of agri-technology and more exports to pay for our massive imports. Feeding Britain argues that this and
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other approaches are short-sighted, against the public interest, and possibly even strategic folly. Setting a new course for
UK food is no easy task but it is a process, this book urges, that needs to begin now. 'Tim Lang has performed a public
service' Simon Jenkins, Sunday Times
Imagine if you could travel back in time and relive one weekend as your sixteen year-old self - would you change
anything? Everything wrong with Craig Pelling's life can be traced back to 1986 and the moment he popped in to a
newsagent for a can of Coke. Now in his mid-forties, all he has to look back on is twenty-five years of marriage to a
woman he doesn't love and an unfulfilled career selling electrical goods. He could have been so much more, achieved so
much more. But as bitter as Craig feels about his mundane existence, fate hasn't finished with him yet. A series of
unfortunate events pushes the hapless Craig to breaking point as his life crumbles around him. All looks lost until he's
thrown a lifeline - the miraculous lifeline of a brief trip back to 1986, to relive one weekend as his sixteen year-old self.
Will he be able to change his future for the better? Is it as simple as just reverting one decision he made over thirty years
ago? Craig is about to find out.
Criticizes the way history is presented in current textbooks, and suggests a more accurate approach to teaching
American history.
When a small-town family is pushed to the brink, how far will they go to protect one of their own? An edgy, propulsive
read about what we will do in the name of love and blood Tony has always looked out for his younger brother, Nick. So
when he's called to a hospital bed where Nick is lying battered and bruised after a violent sexual assault, his protective
instincts flare, and a white-hot rage begins to build. As a small-town New England lawyer, Tony's wife, Julia, has cases
involving kids all the time. When Detective Rice gets assigned to this one, Julia feels they're in good hands. Especially
because she senses that Rice, too, understands how things can quickly get complicated. Very complicated. After all, one
moment Nick was having a drink with a handsome stranger; the next, he was at the center of an investigation threatening
to tear not only him, but his entire family, apart. And now his attacker, out on bail, is disputing Nick's version of what
happened. As Julia tries to help her brother-in-law, she sees Tony's desire for revenge, to fix things for Nick, getting out
of control. Tony is starting to scare her. And before long, she finds herself asking: does she really know what her
husband is capable of? Or of what she herself is? Exploring elements of doubt, tragedy, suspense, and justice, The
Damage is an all-consuming read that marks the explosive debut of an extraordinary new writer.
This “deeply immersive novel” (The Washington Post) from the author of the award–winning Preparation for the Next
Life is an “epic coming-of-age tale filled with pain, heartache, fear, and undying love” (The Associated Press), as a
young man’s yearning to protect his dying mother requires him to risk destroying his estranged, enigmatic, powerful
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father. “From its hypnotic opening pages, we find ourselves in the sure hands of a roaming omniscient narrator, one who
knows intimately the beating hearts of its two central characters” —Andre Dubus III, The New York Times Book Review
Corey Goltz grows up in the working-class outskirts of Boston as the only child of Gloria, whose ambitions were derailed
early but who has always given her son everything she can. Corey, restless, dreams of leaving home for a great
adventure. Instead, when he is fifteen, the world comes crashing down upon him, when Gloria is diagnosed with ALS
and, too late, his estranged father, Leonard—a man of great charisma but dubious moral character—reenters the picture.
Determined to be his mother’s hero at any cost, Corey begins shouldering responsibility for her expensive medical care,
pushing himself to his physical and emotional limits as her disease cruelly progresses. And as Leonard’s influence over
Corey grows, Corey must dismantle the myth of his father’s genius and confront the evil that lurks beneath it. Gritty,
visceral, and profoundly stirring, The War for Gloria tells the story of a young man, straddling childhood and adulthood,
whose yearning to protect his mother requires him to risk destroying his father. An indelible work from a strikingly original
voice in American fiction.
In this mind-altering romp—where the term “Metaverse” was first coined—you’ll experience a future America so bizarre,
so outrageous, you’ll recognize it immediately • One of Time’s 100 best English-language novels Only once in a great
while does a writer come along who defies comparison—a writer so original he redefines the way we look at the world.
Neal Stephenson is such a writer and Snow Crash is such a novel, weaving virtual reality, Sumerian myth, and just about
everything in between with a cool, hip cybersensibility to bring us the gigathriller of the information age. In reality, Hiro
Protagonist delivers pizza for Uncle Enzo’s CosoNostra Pizza Inc., but in the Metaverse he’s a warrior prince. Plunging
headlong into the enigma of a new computer virus that’s striking down hackers everywhere, he races along the neon-lit
streets on a search-and-destroy mission for the shadowy virtual villain threatening to bring about infocalypse. Praise for
Snow Crash “[Snow Crash is] a cross between Neuromancer and Thomas Pynchon’s Vineland. This is no mere
hyperbole.”—The San Francisco Bay Guardian “Fast-forward free-style mall mythology for the twenty-first
century.”—William Gibson “Brilliantly realized . . . Stephenson turns out to be an engaging guide to an onrushing
tomorrow.”—The New York Times Book Review
We all want to be happier, more successful and less stressed, but what really works? From improving creativity to
building confidence, self-care to self-esteem, forming better habits and feeling happier,Fix Your Life debunks the fads
and explores the real science of self-help. Can you learn to make better decisions? Or break bad habits and form new
ones? What should you eat to feel happier? How do you learn a skill faster? Does mindfulness really work? Dispelling
mental health myths and self-help fads, here is the truth about meditation, making smarter choices, addiction, CBT, Tai
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Chi, success, diet, healthy relationships, anxiety, antidepressants, intelligence, willpower and much more. Full of the
latest research and ground-breaking evidence, packed with useful advice, this book really could fix your life.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • In this urgent, authoritative book, Bill Gates sets out a wide-ranging,
practical—and accessible—plan for how the world can get to zero greenhouse gas emissions in time to avoid a climate
catastrophe. Bill Gates has spent a decade investigating the causes and effects of climate change. With the help of
experts in the fields of physics, chemistry, biology, engineering, political science, and finance, he has focused on what
must be done in order to stop the planet's slide to certain environmental disaster. In this book, he not only explains why
we need to work toward net-zero emissions of greenhouse gases, but also details what we need to do to achieve this
profoundly important goal. He gives us a clear-eyed description of the challenges we face. Drawing on his understanding
of innovation and what it takes to get new ideas into the market, he describes the areas in which technology is already
helping to reduce emissions, where and how the current technology can be made to function more effectively, where
breakthrough technologies are needed, and who is working on these essential innovations. Finally, he lays out a
concrete, practical plan for achieving the goal of zero emissions—suggesting not only policies that governments should
adopt, but what we as individuals can do to keep our government, our employers, and ourselves accountable in this
crucial enterprise. As Bill Gates makes clear, achieving zero emissions will not be simple or easy to do, but if we follow
the plan he sets out here, it is a goal firmly within our reach.
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for Fiction A heartrending new novel
from the Pulitzer Prize–winning and #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most
Anticipated Books of 2021 by Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed,
BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub, The Millions, New Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo Byrne
searches for life throughout the cosmos while single-handedly raising his unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the
death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends hours painting elaborate pictures of endangered animals. He’s
also about to be expelled from third grade for smashing his friend in the face. As his son grows more troubled, Theo
hopes to keep him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to bolster Robin’s
emotional control, one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of his mother’s brain… With its soaring
descriptions of the natural world, its tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious love,
Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate and moving novel. At its heart lies the question: How can we tell
our children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet?
The acclaimed debut novel by the author of Little Fires Everywhere. “A taut tale of ever deepening and quickening
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suspense.” —O, the Oprah Magazine “Explosive . . . Both a propulsive mystery and a profound examination of a mixedrace family.” —Entertainment Weekly “Lydia is dead. But they don’t know this yet.” So begins this exquisite novel about
a Chinese American family living in 1970s small-town Ohio. Lydia is the favorite child of Marilyn and James Lee, and her
parents are determined that she will fulfill the dreams they were unable to pursue. But when Lydia’s body is found in the
local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping the Lee family together is destroyed, tumbling them into
chaos. A profoundly moving story of family, secrets, and longing, Everything I Never Told You is both a gripping pageturner and a sensitive family portrait, uncovering the ways in which mothers and daughters, fathers and sons, and
husbands and wives struggle, all their lives, to understand one another.
This fast-paced action novel is set in a future where the world has been almost destroyed. Like the award-winning novel
Freak the Mighty, this is Philbrick at his very best.It's the story of an epileptic teenager nicknamed Spaz, who begins the
heroic fight to bring human intelligence back to the planet. In a world where most people are plugged into brain-drain
entertainment systems, Spaz is the rare human being who can see life as it really is. When he meets an old man called
Ryter, he begins to learn about Earth and its past. With Ryter as his companion, Spaz sets off an unlikely quest to save
his dying sister -- and in the process, perhaps the world.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK CLUB PICK! • The moving story of
an undocumented child living in poverty in the richest country in the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing
new talent “Heartrending, unvarnished, and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up undocumented in
America will never leave you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates
directly to “beautiful country.” Yet when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is
overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In China, Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is “illegal”
and it will require all the determination and small joys they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in
sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly, taking out the stress of their new life on one another.
Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited English, Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the
language through books, coming to think of The Berenstain Bears as her first American friends. And where there is
delight to be found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly “shopping days,” when Qian finds
small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to Rockefeller Center—confirmation
that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all. But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing an
illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba retreats further
inward, Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here, that
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you’ve always lived here. Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and
strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American story about a family fracturing under the weight of
invisibility, and a girl coming of age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
An instant #1 New York Times bestseller. The definitive behind-the-scenes story of Trump's final year in office, by Phil
Rucker and Carol Leonnig, the Pulitzer-Prize winning reporters and authors of A Very Stable Genius. “Chilling.” –
Anderson Cooper “Jaw-dropping.” – John Berman “Shocking.” – John Heilemann “Explosive.” – Hallie Jackson
“Blockbuster new reporting.” – Nicolle Wallace “Bracing new revelations.” – Brian Williams “Bombshell reporting.” –
David Muir The true story of what took place in Donald Trump’s White House during a disastrous 2020 has never before
been told in full. What was really going on around the president, as the government failed to contain the coronavirus and
over half a million Americans perished? Who was influencing Trump after he refused to concede an election he had
clearly lost and spread lies about election fraud? To answer these questions, Phil Rucker and Carol Leonnig reveal a
dysfunctional and bumbling presidency’s inner workings in unprecedented, stunning detail. Focused on Trump and the
key players around him—the doctors, generals, senior advisers, and Trump family members— Rucker and Leonnig provide
a forensic account of the most devastating year in a presidency like no other. Their sources were in the room as time and
time again Trump put his personal gain ahead of the good of the country. These witnesses to history tell the story of him
longing to deploy the military to the streets of American cities to crush the protest movement in the wake of the killing of
George Floyd, all to bolster his image of strength ahead of the election. These sources saw firsthand his refusal to take
the threat of the coronavirus seriously—even to the point of allowing himself and those around him to be infected. This is a
story of a nation sabotaged—economically, medically, and politically—by its own leader, culminating with a
groundbreaking, minute-by-minute account of exactly what went on in the Capitol building on January 6, as Trump’s
supporters so easily breached the most sacred halls of American democracy, and how the president reacted. With
unparalleled access, Rucker and Leonnig explain and expose exactly who enabled—and who foiled—Trump as he sought
desperately to cling to power. A classic and heart-racing work of investigative reporting, this book is destined to be read
and studied by citizens and historians alike for decades to come.
"Highly informative and remarkably entertaining." —Elle From forest trails in Korea, to islands in Finland, to eucalyptus
groves in California, Florence Williams investigates the science behind nature’s positive effects on the brain. Delving into
brand-new research, she uncovers the powers of the natural world to improve health, promote reflection and innovation,
and strengthen our relationships. As our modern lives shift dramatically indoors, these ideas—and the answers they
yield—are more urgent than ever.
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